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17 %

Students are working hard. 

• Working on class-related 
activities 88% of the time

• Meeting the demands of their 
assignments 71% of the time

• Making As and Bs more than 
50% of the time

demonstrating mastery of grade-level standards

only
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High expectations from teachers

Consistent opportunities to 
complete grade-appropriate 
assignments

Learning experiences that get 
students deeply engaged

Instruction that gets students 
doing most of the thinking

16 %present only
of the time

High expectations from teachers

Consistent opportunities to 
complete grade-appropriate 
assignments

Learning experiences that get 
students deeply engaged

Instruction that gets students 
doing most of the thinking

Nearly 40% of classrooms that serve 
predominantly students of color never receive 

a single grade-level appropriate assignment.   
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It’s clear. Grade-level text is central.

Grade-Level 
Instruction/Text

Independent 
Practice/Writing

Independent 
Reading & Inquiry

Why Text Sets?

• Build Knowledge & Vocabulary

• Promote Inquiry & Increase 
Opportunities for Connections

• Learn from Diverse Perspectives & 
Reliable Narrators

• Practice Independent Reading Skills 
while Applying Grade-Level Thinking
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“Reading or listening to a series of 
texts on the same topic helps 
students build vocabulary 4x faster.”

(Landauer and Dumais, 1997)

“We best learn and rapidly grow our vocabulary when we associate 
words in categories. In our thematic units, we are essentially 
teaching students words within similar linguistic environments/ 
categories…even when we don’t teach each word explicitly.”

(Siedenberg, 2017)

Why Text Sets? 

Build Knowledge & 
Vocabulary

What’s missing from my first-grade text set on marine life?
Creating a Text Set

Rule No. 1 Include multiple books for each researchable topic. 
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Why Text Sets? 

Promote Inquiry & Increase 
Opportunities for Connections

“The Correspondence Concept is present 
when learners begin to think about [a 
topic] in ways that correspond more closely 
to how experts think about [same topic].

They practice more like an expert, and they 
continue to develop this knowledge 
throughout their lives. 

The learner has been apprenticed into 
expertise through inquiry.”
(Wilhelm, 2007)

“Let the text do the 
heavy lifting.”

What content is missing from the shark books in my 
first-grade text set on marine life? 

Creating a Text Set

Rule No. 2
Include books that cover the important scientific, social 
studies, or genre-related content.

physical & behavioral 
characteristics

physical characteristics

life cycle

food web
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Pathway Forward: 

Research Cards

Why Text Sets? 

Learn from Diverse Perspectives 
& Reliable Narrators
“Books are sometimes windows, offering views of 
worlds that may be real or imagined, familiar or 
strange.

These windows are also sliding glass doors, and 
readers have only to walk through in imagination to 
become part of whatever world has been created or 
recreated.

A window can be a mirror. Literature transforms 
human experience and reflects it back to us…we can 
see our own lives and experiences as part of a larger 
human experience. Reading, then, becomes a means 
of self-affirmation.”

(Rudine Sims Bishop)
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What is missing from my third-grade 
text set on traditional tales?

Creating a Text Set

Rule No. 3
Go out of your way to include numerous voices, 
narrators, and authors of color.

Our libraries should look like the world in which we live, not just the neighborhood in which we sleep.
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What perspective is missing from my
fifth-grade text set on colonial America? 

Creating a Text Set

Rule No. 4
Include books that accompany the core text to offer a 
broader and more accurate scope of the issues.

Pathway Forward: Authenticity Checklist

Does the author have authority?

Is the information accurate?

Does the text over-generalize?  

Are the language and illustrations respectful?

Is the information updated?
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Why Text Sets? 

Practice Independent Reading Skills 
while Applying Grade-Level Thinking

“Focus on enhancing autonomous reasons 
for reading because autonomous reading 
motivation in particular leads to more 
qualitative reading behavior and better 
reading performance.”

(Saeed,S., & Zyngier, D. 2012)

What’s missing from my first-grade text set 
on insects and spiders?

Creating a Text Set

Rule No. 5 Include books at a variety of reading levels.
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Reader and Task

Levels of meaning, structure, language 
conventionality and clarity, and knowledge 
demands; often best measured by an attentive 
human reader.

Background knowledge of reader, motivation, 
interests, and complexity generated by tasks 
assigned; often best made by educators 
employing their professional judgment.

Readability and other scores of text 
complexity; often measured by 
computer software.

Pathway Forward: Text Complexity

Creating a Text Set

Rule No. 1 Include multiple books for each researchable topic. 

Creating a Text Set

Rule No. 2
Include books that cover the important scientific, social 
studies, or genre-related content.

Creating a Text Set

Rule No. 3
Go out of your way to include numerous voices, 
narrators, and authors of color.

Creating a Text Set

Rule No. 4
Include books that accompany the core text to offer a 
broader and more accurate scope of the issues.

Creating a Text Set

Rule No. 5 Include books at a variety of reading levels.
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Pathway Forward: Reflect

What’s something 
you want to

DO DIFFERENTLY?

What’s something 
you want to KEEP

doing?

What’s something you want 
to STOP doing?

“We bring all the flaws of 
humanity to this human 
work of teaching, which is 
why we need a loving but 
challenging community 
to think through the 
choices we make and see 
them in a larger context.”

Frietag, E. (2018, October 25). Reflecting on the Opportunity Myth. 
Retrieved from https://instructionpartners.org/resources/opp-myth#
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